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Japanes Language Advance Beginners course
The Japanes Language Advance Beginners course was conducted from 01.02.2018 to 18.02.2018
in the college by Dr. Aditya Yagnik and Mr. Kapil Rajput came from H. Kumar Institute,
Ahmedabad. In the beginning they very effectively provided information about japanes language
and culture. He sent literature of this language to all the participating through their E-mail.
In the training programme the trainer used deliver lecture in prayer assembly in which they used
give their bio0data in English language in very effective way. During fifteen days workshop they
taught the student-teachers how the language is useful in tourism sector and talk to foreign
people in English. They taught is such way that all the student-teachers enjoyed learning this
language. They used to provide opportunity to recognize the japanes word and gradually started
teaching making of sentences in Japanes language. They used to give some assignment work in
japanes language to write and speak at home in Japanes language. Their explanation was in
English and some time to give more clarity to their presentation they used to brief all of the
students in Gujarati also. Every day different faculty having knowledge of teaching Japanes
language used to come to Modasa to provide innovative and useful thing to learn japanes
language. Every day these faculties used to provide leaf tea to all the participating students and
staff members of the college which created such Japan culture in the college building. The
japanes language training programme was lasted for eighteen day. They have presented the
information that how this language become useful for jobs in tourism corporation Ltd. one can
make tourism as carries by learning japanes language ,English language and other so many
foreign languages Both the trainer were very much capable in imparting training in Japanese and
other languages too. They even motivated all the participating student-teachers to speak in
japanes language outside the classroom with the classmates and friends. New language learning
becomes easy by frequently using it in communication with other person having depth
knowledge about it.
In this training programme 10 student-teacher from sem-III and 48 student-teachers from Sem-I
participated, so total 58 student-teachers have participated in this training programme. They
projected by good experience of learning this new language

